
Feline Nail Trimming
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Skull = Cranium 

Spine = Cervical, Thoracic, 
Lumbar, Sacrum, and Caudal 
vertebrae. 

Ribcage = Ribs and Sternum

Shoulder = Scapula

Upper arm = Humerus

Forearm = Radius and Ulna

Wrist = Carpal

Paws = Metatarsals and 
Phalanges

Pelvis =Pubis

Hip Socket = Acetabulum

Thigh = Femur

Knee = Patella

Shin/Calf = Tibia and Fibula

Heel = Tarsal

Common and proper terminology
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Comfort 
Position

GOAL: To keep the cat in it’s comfort position, with limbs 
parallel to and under the spine, as much as possible 
throughout the grooming process.
Pulling , or rotating limbs increases the likelihood of 
discomfort or throwing the cat off-balance. A cat in 
discomfort or off-balance will either leave, squirm, or 
fight you.  
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Structure of the paw
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Cat nails consist of layers of keratine 
(sheaths) structured much like an onion. These 
layers are not uniform around the whole 
circumstance of the quick. They are more dome-
like over the top of the nail and form two 
ridges at the bottom of the nail. The quick is 
nearly exposed at the bottom with very little 
keratine protection. 

A healthy cat will regularly scratch to remove 
the outer weak and dried out layers to keep the 
nails strong and sharp. An inactive cat’s nails 
will continue to grow and build up layers and 
length. This can make the nails thick and 
brittle and grow all the way round and back into 
the pad. 



Front claws

Designed to hook and
pull in
Curved shape
Varies in size per toe
Four toes plus dewclaw
(thumb)
Polydactyls can have 
up to eight toes per 
paw

Rear claw

Straighter design for 
pushing, climbing, 
jumping, & kicking
More uniform in size
Four toes 
Rarely a remnant 
dewclaw 
More wear and tear
means less to trim
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When trimming the nail be sure to have a clear 
view. It is easy to see the quick and avoid 
cutting it. 

Most trimming for the front nails is 
approximately at the top of the underside curve 
and at a slight angle away from the quick. 

As the rear nails are straighter in profile, 
less needs to be trimmed off compared to the 
front. Take care, and slow down here. 

Cats can damage their own quicks causing 
bleeding (usually the rear) from jumping or 
scrambling causing the bottom ridges of the 
keratine to collapse and exposing the quick. 
A coagulant powder is packed into the underside 
to stop the bleeding. 
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Use clippers as vertically as 
possible

Using clippers horizontally will 
shatter and splinter the cuticle layers
resulting in discomfort and rough edge '
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Stand directly behind the cat to prevent it from 
backing up. This is also less confrontational 
than working from the front.

Keep the paw in it’s resting position but elevate 
it enough to cup it in your hand, palm up.

Use your thumb to gently roll back any hair 
from your view and use your forefinger to 
gently elevate the toe you are currently 
trimming. This will expose the nail without 
unnecessary squeezing.
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For trimming nails the rear paw that is opposite to your 
handedness (i.e for righties attempting to trim left rear paw, or 
lefties trying to trim the right rear paw) you will find the cat’s body 
is in the way. 
Simply slide your hand with the nail trimmers under the belly to 
access the paw.
This tactic is also useful for squirmy cats as your arm around the 
belly provided stability and blocks them from getting away. 
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Kitty Containment

One of the greatest challenges to overcome when 
grooming a cat is simply having it stay in one 
place long enough to get anything done.

Positive cat training is essential to build a 
life-long positive attitude towards grooming. 
Unfortunately many people don’t start grooming 
the cat until there is a problem, so the cat 
associates grooming with discomfort and 
unpredictable behaviour from the human. This is 
a whole other topic worthy of its own chapter.

Follow the Do and Don’t recommendations and use 
the following Kitty Swaddle. Once swaddled, you 
can snug the cat against your body to keep it from 
popping up and getting its legs back under it to 
run away. 

Once the cat is swaddled you can extract one paw 
at a time to trim the nails and then tuck it back 
in neatly before moving on to the next paw. 

If you are concerned about biting, combine a Kitty 
Swaddle with Alternative Method B and extract paws 
one-at-a-time from the backend of the cat and 
towel. You should have the cat in a snug football 
hold using your elbow to hold the cat against your 
body. The cat’s head will be looking out past your 
posterior while you address the nails from the 
reverse direction.



• Place cat in centre of 
towel with paws a few 
inches from the long 
edge of the towel.

• Flip long edge of towel 
over the front paws.

The Kitty Swaddle

• Take one side of the towel 
and wrap it around the 
torso of the cat.

• Tuck the end tightly 
under the belly

• Do the same on the other side
• Tuck the final end under the 

cat’s  belly so its body weight 
keeps the swaddle tight.

Finished!
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Alternate Method B

For cats that are biters, feel 
threaten when 
paws are touched, or cats that  
spring forward to flee
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Other simple aids for biters

Elizabethan Style Collars

Several styles:
• Cone-shaped
• Inflatable
• Air Muzzle*

Best to swaddle cat first 
to prevent them from 
popping the implement 
off their head.

Rolled hand towel

In a pinch, a tightly 
rolled hand towel, 
tucked back into itself 
can act like a bumper 
around the neck. It can 
act as a soft barrier and 
prevent the cat from 
turning it’s head to bite.

Not Recommended: 
• Nylon cat muzzles will give you a false sense of 

security but a cat can still easily bite with it 
on.

• Rough scruffing, as an improper hold can tear neck 
muscles and with certain personalities increase 
aggression.
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DON’Ts
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· off-balance
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DOs Don'ts
· Do use the
helmetor towels

·Don't pull limbs
away from thefor safety body

· Do keep limbs
in line with the

· Don't squeeze

spine paws

· Do stay behindcat
· Don't putyour
hands inthe

·Do go directly to the bite zone
tub ifyourcat
is anxious or · Don't trim nails
fearful.Get help. withouta clear
· Do trim nails view

using the clippers
·

avoid using nail
vertically trimmers horizontally

· Do buid on .avoid force or
small victories threat
cone paw today)


